USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10403.19

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA HAS CRASH-LANDED APPROXIMATELY 3 KILOMETERS AWAY FROM THE COLONY ON ZESTEL IV
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE GENEVA WAS HEAVILY DAMAGED BY THE PROJECTILE FROM THE DELTA QUADRANT, HOWEVER LITTLE ELSE IS KNOWN ABOUT IT
XO_Taal says:
@::looks around::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::is with the away team, suffering from something debilitating, possibly nanites, after removing his EVA helm earlier::
EO_Valentine says:
@::surveys the base camp from SIMBA's cockpit::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Awaiting diagnosis of CTO:: ACMO: How is he Doctor Love?
ACMO_Love says:
@::hangs on to the CTO:: CTO: Just go easy Lieutenant. You'll be alright in a little while.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::adjusts his uniform and continues towards the ship's position, tricorder in hand monitoring his progress::
XO_Taal says:
@::jumps up to his feet and runs to the CNS and ACMO::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@<K'Larn>::is aiding the doctor with extensive tricorder scans on the CTO:: Self: Peculiar...
CO_Shras says:
Walking on the engineering section transformed in the command center ::
ACMO_Love says:
@CNS: I think he will be fine in time, but I need to get him to the Geneva's sickbay to examine him fully.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Eyes a strange......:: 
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::feeling his breathing coming back to him, but his nose and antennae feeling blocked up, his sinuses building to a....::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::stops, making certain he doesn't get too far away from the others:: *CO*: Captain. The cure is being distributed quite effectively. I predict that all will be taken care of in a short time. What's the status of the Geneva?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@<K'Larn>ACMO: Doctor, I believe the lieutenant is suffering from an acute histamine buildup... ::is interrupted by a loud noise from Kizlev::
EO_Valentine says:
@<SIMBA> ::twitches his tail back and forth slowly::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Aloud: ahhhhhhchoooo!!!! ::very nasty sneeze::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Um......Tunik ? What is that? ::Points to lion::
XO_Taal says:
@ALL: Ewwww! That was a slap and a tickle.
ACMO_Love says:
@K`Larn: I think there are some anti-histamines in my med lit. Take a look will you and prepare a hypo.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@<K'Larn>ACMO: Ah yes. I meant to say an acute allergic reaction. Indeed, my findings have been proven correct. CTO: Thank you, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: So Kizlev is ok? Cuz I'm seeing things. Hey, Doc I'm freaking out. It’s a giant lion!
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::turns back to the CNS curious what he's talking about::
XO_Taal says:
@ALL: Ack!!! It is going to eat us all!
ACMO_Love says:
@CNS: I hope so. ::looks around:: Ok, what the devil is that?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::tries to stand up again, looking around for the strange metal lion creature again:: Aloud: *Sniff* ::wipes his nose:: where did that machine go?
EO_Valentine says:
@::types on her console checking to make sure all the away team is present and okay::
ACMO_Love says:
@CTO: Easy Kizlev, let me give you this injection. It should help alleviate your congestion. ::injects him::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@<K'Larn>::walks over to the ACMO:: ACMO: Doctor, here is the data I gathered from my scans on Lieutenant Kizlev. Apparently, there is a unique protein contained within the naturally occurring spores in the air on this planet.
EO_Valentine says:
@SIMBA: Simba, show Mai scans of the Geneva.
EO_Valentine says:
@<SIMBA> EO: Okay.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Looking at the strange (but cute) object:: CTO: Maybe you should shoot it? ...or get it some milk.
ACMO_Love says:
@K`Larn: Can we counteract the effects of the spores with what I have here?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::hardly notices the hypo injection, spotting SIMBA, taps his combadge:: *SIMBA*: I know this is a Starfleet controlled craft. ::sniff:: To anyone inside, please respond.
EO_Valentine says:
@<SIMBA> *CTO*: I am the central processing unit of this device. My pilot is Lt. JG Mai Valentine. Would you like to speak to her?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Hears CTO:: ACMO/CSO: That's Starfleet?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::thinks this is all rather disruptive to their efforts in this mission::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@<K'Larn>ACMO: So long as we provide ample anti-histamine treatments to the lieutenant, his condition should improve, theoretically of course.
ACMO_Love says:
@::turns to look at the counselor:: CNS: First I've seen it.
ACMO_Love says:
@K`Larn: Well he's been given the first one, so we'll see how he reacts soon.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::wipes his runny nose some more, no longer feeling the tingle in his chest:: *SMIBA*: Indeed I would, thank you? ::thinks, an AI?::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ XO/CNS/ACMO/CTO: Maybe we should all continue to the Geneva to provide assistance. We need to coordinate with the Zestel IV inhabitants to destroy or secure the Borg device from dangerous hands and find out who attacked the Geneva.
EO_Valentine says:
@*CTO*: Hello!!
CO_Shras says:
*CTO*: Chief, what is your current status?
XO_Taal says:
@CSO: We were attacked?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*EO*: Umm... hello? Are you Lieutenant Valentine?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ XO: I'm sorry you haven't been updated. The Geneva has been hit by something; it's tore through the ship. The Geneva had to land in order to undergo repairs.
EO_Valentine says:
@*CTO*: Yes, you need Mai for something?
XO_Taal says:
@CSO: Can I go home now?
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Think you can get Torial and some of the others to assist?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: I'm with you. ::Looks at Lion:: CSO/ACMO: Who's ever in there?  I must say what a colorful character they must be? How interesting.
EO_Valentine says:
@::taking scans of the base camp and colony::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ XO: That is my intention; ACMO: They will assist us. It is their lives on the line.
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: Oh, Taal? You're awake?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::still feeling light-heading, but much better than a few minutes ago:: *CO*: My condition has improved, sir. We are proceeding to the rendezvous point as normal I believe.
CNS_Bauer says:
 @ SELF: How nice.
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Yes sir, Counselor Bauer, sir.
XO_Taal says:
@::looks at the other Vulcan::
XO_Taal says:
@CSO: Are you my daddy?
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: We are heading for our ship. It ... landed.... away from here.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*EO*: I'm....I'm not so sure, Ms. Valentine. Perhaps if you could provide escort watch on the team as we head back to the Geneva?
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: Ummm... no Taal..... This is Tunik..... He is our.... friend.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at the XO in disbelief:: XO: No. ::adjusts his communications:: *CO*: Captain. We're coming to the Geneva now. Status of the Geneva? ::continues walking towards the Geneva, motioning everyone else to follow. ::
CO_Shras says:
*CTO*: If you can assemble a team I'd like it to find the remnants of the object that hit the Geneva and investigate it
ACMO_Love says:
@CSO: Then we better keep moving.
EO_Valentine says:
@::looks up the CTO's profile on the Geneva computer:: *CTO*: Okie-dokie!
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Oh.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::studies the exterior of SIMBA, and is shocked to see a torpedo launcher and phaser emitter::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Are we going to look at the big scary machine?
EO_Valentine says:
@<SIMBA> ::looks around at the crew, then turns slowly and waits for the walk back to the ship::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *CO*: I'm also sad to report that Dr. Taal may not be of much assistance to us. He has suffered possible brain damage or memory loss.
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: Ummmm... no... not yet.... I want to check on my dog... then maybe we can go.... we have to ask the Captain.
ACMO_Love says:
@::walks behind Kizlev:: CTO: Are you able to continue?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*CO*: I will get right on it, sir.
CO_Shras says:
*CSO*: We are finishing assembling a working command center in engineering
CO_Shras says:
*CSO*: We will get on sending the shuttles out; hopefully, they will still be working...
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: But if we go now, then I can see the machine too.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@ACMO: Y... yes, I think I can manage. I was afraid I was lost back there. I thank you for being there for me. ::smiles as best he can::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *CO*: That's good news Captain. We're approaching the Geneva now. I'll report immediately.
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: Are you hungry? I'm hungry....no, no, no we gotta ask the Captain Taal. You should know we can't do anything unless we ask the Captain.
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: I want to go too. More than you but we can't just go..... Besides, I wanna see my dog.
EO_Valentine says:
@<SIMBA> ::stops outside the Geneva::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: Oh, alright. I just thought... ::looks at the floor::
ACMO_Love says:
@::turns to the counselor:: CNS: We need to get Taal and Kizlev to sickbay.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*EO*: Ms. Valentine? Are you available for a mission?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::arrives at the ladder entrance to the Geneva, climbs up it::
EO_Valentine says:
@*CTO*: What do you need Mai to do?
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: Besides we are here. Look! ::Points to what was the Geneva::
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: Agreed.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::stops and waits for the others:: *Orik*: Tunik to Orik.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*EO*: Well, how many can be seated in your SIMBA craft?
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: I wonder if the transporters are working?
ACMO_Love says:
@CNS: You can try.
CSO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::stops what he's doing:: *CSO*: Long time no hear. What can I do for you?
EO_Valentine says:
@::scratches her head:: *CTO*: Ummm Mai and Kandeldandel and maybe one more.... tight squeeze.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::walks up close to SIMBA, dragging his limp and fractured ankle with him::
XO_Taal says:
@SELF: Besides, it is easy to shut down the machine. All you have to do is reroute the relays through the multi-tronic processor to bypass the primary circuits to cause a feedback loop and an overload...
XO_Taal says:
@::looks up at the Geneva::
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: That's it? It is broken.
CO_Shras says:
*CSO*: Do you think we can use anything from the Borg things to repair the Geneva?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *Orik*: Commander Taal has suffered memory loss. He was infected, but has been cured. I need you to run an analysis, find out what's wrong with him, and fix him. He'll be in sickbay shortly.
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: Yes it is broken, isn't it?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::ponders for a moment:: Self: Hmm... *EO*: I only ask this because I could use your help to recon the impact site of the alien object that damaged Geneva.
ACMO_Love says:
@::moves to the Geneva's hatch:: CNS: Over here.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *CO*: The technology might be not be as compatible, but I'm certain they would be usable.
EO_Valentine says:
@*CTO*: Do what now?
EO_Valentine says:
@*CTO*: The thing that went boom?
CNS_Bauer says:
@XO: You need to see the doctor and I need to see the Captain. Then perhaps we shall see the structure..... Ok?
CO_Shras says:
*CSO*: And what about extra hands?
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: Very good.
XO_Taal says:
@CNS: But I am not sick.... ::thinks for a moment:: yes, Counselor Bauer sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Moves over to ACMO drags Taal with him:: Taal: This way.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*EO*: I simply require your assistance on a mission. ::is wondering why she didn't understand him the first time:: Does SIMBA have good sensor equipment?
XO_Taal says:
@::follows the CNS::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ *CO*: I'm still not certain we can trust the Zestel IV inhabitants. They can help take the Borg device apart and get us supplies; however, we'd have to go through a man named Torial.
EO_Valentine says:
@*CTO*: Yep.
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: After you.
ACMO_Love says:
@::grabs Taal:: CNS: Go ahead. I'll stay with Taal until you open the hatch.
XO_Taal says:
@::looks at the doctor and stays quiet::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::seeing that Bauer and the others are here, and enters the Geneva, leaving it open for the others::
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: Gotcha. :: Proceeds to open the hatch.... luckily it was not damaged::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*EO*: Very well. I must go with Dr. Love to sickbay now. I will request you be assigned to my team when we are ready to leave.
EO_Valentine says:
@*CTO*: Okie-dokie
ACMO_Love says:
@XO: C'mon Commander. Let's get you to sickbay. ::steps inside::
CO_Shras says:
*CSO*: Contact that Torial and have a deal as soon as possible, and if he needs it remind him that many of our people died to save his
CNS_Bauer says:
@CTO/XO: We are all going to sickbay
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::almost giggles at her childish response, almost feeling the echo of a childhood long lost on Andor::
XO_Taal says:
@ACMO: Yes, Doctor.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@CNS: Right behind you, counselor. ::goes with the others into the ship::
CSO_Tunik says:
*CO*: Yes sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Proceeds to make way through the back way into the ship::
EO_Valentine says:
@<SIMBA> ::turns and faces the base camp::
ACMO_Love says:
CNS: Are the lifts working? I don't want to have to crawl through the Jeffries tubes all the way.
CSO_Tunik says:
::waits for the others to have entered the Geneva::
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: I hope so. 
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Proceeds to nearest TL::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*EO*: Oh, and another thing, Lieutenant Valentine...
CNS_Bauer says:
@ALL: This way.
EO_Valentine says:
@*CTO*: Uh huh?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::follows Bauer's lead in the TL::
ACMO_Love says:
::smiles at Taal:: XO: Do you remember the way to sickbay? ::really hopes he does::
CTO_Kizlev says:
*EO*: You and I need to have a talk about those weapon modules you have installed on SIMBA.
CSO_Tunik says:
::follows the ACMO and XO:: ACMO: If he doesn't know the way, I'll help.
CSO_Tunik says:
ACMO: We need to get a few more cure supplies before I contact Torial.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Attempts to activate TL doors::
EO_Valentine says:
*CTO* Mai did something bad?
ACMO_Love says:
::whispers to Tunik:: CSO: I was trying to jog his memory.
XO_Taal says:
ACMO: I think so. Intrepid class starship?
CTO_Kizlev says:
*EO*: Bad? No. Out of turn? Yes. We shall discuss this later... when we both have the time, yes?
EO_Valentine says:
*CTO*: Okay. ::sighs and thinks "great, someone else is mad at Mai now"::
CSO_Tunik says:
::snaps his fingers:: ACMO: You've got a point there. ; Computer: Prepare a detailed memory refreshing course for Commander Taal in sickbay, using designated PADD, Alpha 04.
ACMO_Love says:
XO: That's right. You remember now?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::catches the disappointed tone in her voice and hopes she didn't misunderstand. He is intrigued, not upset at her::
CNS_Bauer says:
:: Enter TL::
ACMO_Love says:
::steps into the lift:: XO: Come along Taal.
XO_Taal says:
ACMO: I do not know how I know. ::follows Taal::
EO_Valentine says:
@::runs scans on the colonists:: Self: Hmmm... There’s something here.
ACMO_Love says:
XO: Now what deck is sickbay on?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Listens for XO Answer::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::is in the lift with the others:: K'Larn: Come with us to sickbay. Have the rest of the security team meet us there as well.
XO_Taal says:
::thinks for a moment::
XO_Taal says:
ACMO: Deck 5?
ACMO_Love says:
::grins:: XO: Well done.
ACMO_Love says:
Computer: Deck 5.
CNS_Bauer says:
@ACMO: Good, huh? ::Looks at Taal::
ACMO_Love says:
CNS: I think with a little time, he'll be fine.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::can't shake the guilty feeling anymore:: *EO*: I'm sorry for interrupting you again. Could you meet me in sickbay, if you have the time?
EO_Valentine says:
@::thinks:: Self: Boss would be happy with Mai if she got the ship fixed really quick... hmm... ::turns and looks up and Kandeldandel:: What do you think?
CSO_Tunik says:
::thinks:: ACMO: On second thought, I have to report to the captain first. You take him to sickbay.
EO_Valentine says:
@*CTO*: Meet Mai? Why?
ACMO_Love says:
::nods:: CSO: Sure, go ahead. ::waits for the lift to halt::
CTO_Kizlev says:
*EO*: I have no reason to give yet. I only ask if you are able to meet me there. Please understand.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: Don’t you think you should get checked out first?
ACMO_Love says:
::steps through the doors as they open:: All: Ok, we're here. ::heads to the sickbay doors::
CSO_Tunik says:
Computer: Prepare a Starfleet combadge for use to a non-Starfleet individual. It is to be registered to an individual named... Torial. Upload bio-signature 369 from my medical tricorder.
EO_Valentine says:
@*CTO*: Mai can. SIMBA: Run calculations on the colonists and the nano-thingees. ::opens the cockpit and hops out::
CSO_Tunik says:
CNS: No. But I do have to get out of this eva suit.
EO_Valentine says:
@<SIMBA>: Running calculations. Lockdown Mode.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::smiles that he has succeeded:: *EO*: Thank you. Kizlev out.
CNS_Bauer says:
CSO: If sickbay still exists then chances are my office and quarters exist, right?
CSO_Tunik says:
CNS: It depends on what section your office and quarters were in.
EO_Valentine says:
::gallops to the Geneva and dives into a JT::
ACMO_Love says:
::enters sickbay and guides Taal to a biobed:: XO: Now let's get you out of that suit.
XO_Taal says:
ACMO: Ok... ::looks at himself::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: They where right where I left them, I suppose.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::follows the doc inside sickbay, never having been in here before::
ACMO_Love says:
::turns to Kizlev:: CTO: You need help with that suit?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Enters sickbay and deposits his EVA suit here. He is sore but it feels good. But good lord he needs a good shower and toothbrush...::
CTO_Kizlev says:
ACMO: Please. Especially with my right boot here. That ankle still feels uneven.
EO_Valentine says:
::pops out of a JT hatch in sickbay and rolls across the floor::
CSO_Tunik says:
::his quarters are still on deck 5, funny he hadn't moved them since he transferred positions:: CNS: I'll talk to you later. I have to get changed. ::moves to his quarters, quarters he hopes are still there::
ACMO_Love says:
::assists the XO out of his suit, then removes her own:: XO: Now hop up there and lay down I'll be right back.
XO_Taal says:
ACMO: Ok. ::sits up on a biobed and lies back::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::eyes go wide seeing the EO's dramatic entrance into sickbay:: EO: Are you....?
ACMO_Love says:
::moves over to Kizlev:: CTO: Ok, let's sit you down on that bed first.
CNS_Bauer says:
ACMO: I'm going to check on Goliath. I'll be back to see about Taal, after.
EO_Valentine says:
::looks up at the crew:: CTO: Mai Valentine.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Exits Sickbay::
ACMO_Love says:
::nods:: CNS: Fine.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::sits on the biobed as directed:: EO: Hello to you then. Uhh, have a seat please. ::wishes this were his office instead::
ACMO_Love says:
::pulls on Kizlev's boot gently:: CTO: Does that hurt?
EO_Valentine says:
::hops to her feet and leaps up on the biobed next to him::
CNS_Bauer says:
::He takes the path to his quarters on this floor. It's still here.  The doors open.....::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::feels a slight hit of pain:: ACMO: Just a little. Please.... be gentle. ::winces as he says that, embarrassed::
CSO_Tunik says:
::changes out of EVA and uniform, takes 2 sonic showers, then gets into a new mint fresh teal uniform::
ACMO_Love says:
::looks concerned and pulls the boot off finally:: CTO: Now lay back. EO: Please get up.
EO_Valentine says:
::tilts her head and looks curiously at the ACMO::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::follows doctor's orders:: EO: Now I'm sorry to take you away from your duties, but I wanted to talk...shop with you.
CSO_Tunik says:
::exits his quarters and moves towards the turbolift, he's going to the bridge::
EO_Valentine says:
CTO: Shop?
ACMO_Love says:
CTO: Lt., no shop talk right now. Rest and let me take care of that ankle.
CNS_Bauer says:
::He's here! Bauer is met by the slobbering furry faced beast which is Goliath. What's a little doggy drool between pals?::  GOLIATH: I'm glad to see you too, boy.
CSO_Tunik says:
Computer: Lock on to Torial's bio-signature, transport his registered combadge, and when he has it... open a channel.
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: All shuttles onboard and secure sir.
ACMO_Love says:
EO: Please get off the bed!
CTO_Kizlev says:
EO: Particularly your friend SIMBA. I've never seen a design like that before. I....*ow*....ACMO: Yes, ma'am. ::looks back at Mai, embarrassed even more::
EO_Valentine says:
::slides off the bed and sits on the floor::
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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